
CLEANING PRODUCTS BUSINESS PLAN SAMPLE

This sample plan will provide you with important guidelines when creating a business plan for a company offering MLM
cleaning products.

Oxygen bleach cleaner: A wonderful cleaner that works on sinks and bathtubs. A mild coconut oil based
detergent. Networking is the key to increased visibility and distribution. Once successful, we aim to operate
our own franchising solution in year three of this plan. Environmental cleaning products were chosen for a
several reasons: It allows the participating individuals to make a positive contribution to the protection of the
environment. An MLM approach is a grassroots networking based approach where products are sold direct
from an individual distributor to the end consumer. When a distributor is able to recruit a new person to sell
these products new distributor then the "recruiter" receives a sales commission for all of the sales made by
person 2. Some of these individuals will be recruited to become distributors of Earthly Clean products. This
will assist Earthly Clean in their goal of efficient inventory management. Earthly Clean sells to consumers,
some of those consumers then become distributors earning revenue for Earthly Clean as well as themselves.
Design an organisation that compensates individuals for sales made by other people that they recruit. Earthly
Clean only compensates distributors for sales, an effective and efficient sales and distribution system. The
traditional bureaucratic distribution model with huge corporate profits is eliminated. This arrangement is quite
rare, and attractive for the targeted customer segment. Products Earthly Clean sells a wide range of private
label environmentally friendly cleaning products. Product prices will be quite competitive since Earthly Clean
is buying direct from the manufacturer. The marketing strategy is one based on grassroots networking. This
creates a sales force that passionately believes in the products that they sell. Made from sodium percarbonate,
calcium carbonate, soda ash, and sodium sulfate. Consumers of environmentally friendly cleaning products.
An Efficient Distribution Model This is an efficient and effective distribution model where the products are
purchased private label direct from the manufacturer ensuring the highest quality and low prices.


